


This is a rant against the countryHumans fandom. 

This fandom is generally bad because these are real nations and real countries, not intended to be 
taken as “cute characters”, because they were supposed to be the foundation of our world. Another 
reason is because there are a lot of bad things that have happened in history as in war between 
countries terrible things that happened within countries, that shouldn’t be taken lightly, or as a joke. 
People will ship nations with eachother because they think it is cool but it’s not. One example is they 
make fanart of Russia and things and ship Russia with people, and when in reality Russia is 
responsible for a war and terrible things are happening to Ukraine because of Russia.

CountryHumans is utilizing countries by stereotyping, appropriating, or fetishizing certain countries. 
The CountryHumans Fandom has been hated from the creation, because of the characters: Third 
Reich, USSR, N*zi, and other controversial characters.

The fandom also tends to have toxic traits. They are guilty of nsfw, racism, ect. 

One of the main problems is that the fandom loves shipping nations, and most of them have toxic 
relationships in reality. They also disrespect nations and know nothing about history. They do 
whatever they want, they don't give a crap if they're being offensive or not because they’re absolute 
dunces.

There are some ships that are so awful that I don't want to mention, and I'm pretty sure you already 
know which ones I'm talking about. Also, some people in the fandom are just plain racist because 
they made a comic where some country started drama with their favorite countryhumans character 
or OC, or they just read some crappy fanfiction that probably included tons of racial things.

These people don't know anything about the countries, and their "stereotypes" couldn't be any 
worse. They're not even correct, just their terrible “headcanon” that they shouldn't be allowed to 
share because they're just offensive. And let's not forget the fact that the only thing in history that 
they're aware of are the two world wars, which is mostly the second one. Despite the fact that these 
world wars were the only things they were aware of, they still knew absolutely nothing about them 
and didn't even bother to do some research about them.

That’s all for now. If you have a response or question, @ me in a note and I will read and respond. 

Best wishes if your not part of the fandom.


